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In this interview, we speak to Dr. Joshua E. Rosen about his latest research into treatment options and what role a surgeon’s language plays in people's perception of its risks.

Life Sciences A - Z
All cells in a multicellular organism must be precisely coordinated in order for the organism to function correctly. This applies both to healthy tissue and also tumors. Communication between the ...

Mechanisms behind intercellular communication in tumors decoded
and then C represses D, and so on. But in reality, there are so many weird, imprecise relationships — like feedbacks, multiple inputs, alternate pathways — going on in cells. Yet I also believe ...

Her Machine Learning Tools Pull Insights From Cell Images
communication, and teamwork) skills required for careers in the biomedical research workforce (i.e., the breadth of careers that sustain biomedical research in areas that are relevant to the NIH ...

Cancer & Cell Biology Graduate Program
In her research, she applies omics methods to answer questions of general interest in evolutionary biology ... Ewoud’s research focuses on immune cell remodelling that supports efficient intercellular ...

Webinar Report: Becoming an eLife Community Ambassador
Pune: Armed Forces Medical College (AFMC) is one of the most coveted medical colleges in the country for pursuing MBBS. The AFMC Pune has released a brochure for admission to the MBBS course ...

MBBS admissions at AFMC 2021: Check out eligibility criteria, no of seats, bond details
Enhanced image quality Vytautas Navikas, a Ph.D ... cell motility, differentiation and cell-cell communication, opens up many new avenues of research. It could be extremely useful in infection ...

New imaging method gives live glimpse into how cells work
Graduate students will demonstrate competence in oral and written communication ... (Ph.D.) degrees. However, students working for faculty in the Department can also be enrolled in interdisciplinary ...

Biochemistry Graduate Program handbook
Glial cells, such as microglia, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, play a number of key roles in the central nervous system (CNS) but are often overlooked. However, the field of glial biology is ...

Ask the Experts: glia characterization
Sugars are everywhere in biology. They decorate cells ... They facilitate cell–cell communication and immune responses; are altered in cancer cells; and are exploited by pathogens to get ...

Refining the toolkit for sugar analysis
Below are some frequently asked questions and answers that we hope can help you better navigate ... most BSTP students take the Coordinated Curriculum in Cell and Molecular Biology (C3MB). Students ...

Frequently Asked Questions
Women who are leaders across an array of disciplines, from politics to tech to deep-sea and space exploration — and more — share their experiences, their challenges and their advice.

These Women Found Creative Ways to Overcome the Barriers in Front of Them
Communication: Increasing the impact of team ... and you work with us to find the answers. Here’s how it works: You share your questions with us in the nearby box. In some cases, we may work ...

UCSB Marine Microbiologist Leads Collaboration to Develop Bioplastics For Marine Environment
1 And, the bacteria in our microbiome alone make up 50% of the cells in our body! 2 Written for kids five years and up, A Kids Book About Your Microbiome answers questions like, "What is my ...

A Kids Company About Launches Their First Book on Human Biology with Seed Health Co-Founder and Author, Ara Katz, to Teach Kids About the Microbiome
It utilized decellularized porcine liver scaffolds recellularized with human vascular cells and porcine hepatocytes ... published in Nature Communications Biology, showed the pigs that received ...

Miromatrix Announces the First Successful Transplant of a Bioengineered Whole Organ in a Large Animal
gets a bit complicated. “We ended up being able to align the majority of the answers around ‘cell-cultured’ and submitted a joint letter with AMPS and the National Fisheries Institute to the ...

The cell-cultivated meat revolution is starting, and these Bay Area startups are ready
For those who wish to combat COVID-related misinformation - such as the belief that vaccines contain microchips, or that the coronavirus vaccine causes infertility - it oftentimes feels like an ...

Coronavirus: How does misinformation spread, and how can we stop it?
Dr. Christian Klämbt from the Institute of Neuro- and Behavioral Biology at the University of Münster (Germany) has now shown that there is also a second barrier in the brain. Here glial cells ...
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